
Daily Affirmations 

 
Let me be a channel of Divine Love today. 
My Angels walk beside me. There’s nothing to fear. 
Something wonderful is about to happen to me.  
I experience miracles everywhere I go.  
I trust the process of life to bring me my highest good. 
(God/ The Universe/ Life) is always supporting me.  
Everything I need is taken care of. I am abundantly provided for in all ways. 
I am more powerful than my Ego. 
It is safe for me to make mistakes. That is how I grow. 
Someone can be upset with me and that has nothing to do with ME. 
I forgive myself and set myself free. 
I am brilliant. I am powerful. I am deeply creative. I am a gift to the world.  
My will is stronger than any obstacle. 
I am a wonderful person. (God/ The Universe/ Life) loves me. 
I am perfect and worthy as I am. 
I attract amazing opportunities with the perfect people. 
I open my heart to receive a miracle today.  
The choice to Love is always available to me.  
Peace requests my presence. Chaos requests my Love.   
Money flows to me in massive quantities with grace and ease. 
The more I allow myself to receive, the more I can share with the world. 
The wealth and success of others reflects all that is possible for me. 
My actions create constant prosperity. 
Money is a reliable and trusted friend. 
Time expands for me. It is always on my side.  
I am grateful for Life. Life is grateful for me.  
My body is becoming stronger, healthier and more vibrant everyday. 
I enjoy foods that energize and nourish my body and mind. 
My smile heals the world. I smile wherever I go.  
I am so beautiful as I am. I see only my beauty.  
I trust myself. My intuition is always right.  
All my relationships are harmonious, supportive, and filled with love. 
I attract amazing, positive, and helpful people into my life.  
Everyone feels loved and accepted in my presence.  
My relationships support my expansion and growth.  
My talents, passions, and abilities are needed in the world in a great way.  
I have a unique and perfect purpose and all the resources needed to fulfill it.  
Someone is seeking exactly what I have to offer. Today I show up for them. 
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